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Scott Dere: Romancing the Wild
Nature photography can be an
extremely rewarding endeavor. Observing
animals in the
wild can bring us
much closer to
the natural world
than anything
else that we can
do. But coming
home with those
one of a kind shots requires patience, some
luck, an understanding of how to find and approach wild animals and skill developed over
time. Our guest speaker on January 28th, Scott
Dare was the person to hear from if you want to
know anything about this fascinating subject.
Scott, who has published a new book on
“Photographing Birds of Pray”, came to the
WPPA dinner meeting at David Chen Chinese
Restaurant and told us what it takes to get those
wow nature shots. One personal requirement
that stands out above all else is that perseverance is a quality that a nature photographer
must have to consistently capture great images.

what the creature’s world is made of. So a successful nature photographer is part wild life expert, part portrait photographer and part landscape photographer. Capturing all those elements
in one instant is the holy grail of nature photography.
Just like any portrait photograph, it is important
to remember that the eyes are the key to the soul.
This applies to wild life too. If the photograph
includes the animal’s eyes, then they need to be
tack sharp. If the eyes are not in focus the photo
will not work. Scott, using his Canon DSLR,
puts the focusing system on “AI Servo” mode
and “Case 2” a mode to continue to track the
subject, ignoring possible obstacles which may
come in the way of the moving subject. Modes
like these are available on many pro cameras.
This was Scott Dere’s third time presenting at a
WPPA meeting. In 2015 Scott spoke on
“Elements of Nature” and in 2017 he spoke on
“Studio lighting on Location”. Scott runs a Long
Island based studio called Art Photographers and
when he is not shooting nature he is photographing weddings, parties and fine art portraits.

Many of the techniques that one needs to create
a great photograph also apply to nature photography. Things like, leading lines, color elements, light & shadows, reflections, balance
and symmetry all apply to photography in general but one thing that can really make the difference between an animal photograph and a
wonderful nature shot is the careful inclusion of
the background element. The environment that
an animal lives in is critical to understanding
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U P C O M I N G E V E NT S


Next Board Meeting
February 11, 2020
David Chen Chinese Restaurant
6:15pm Dinner
7:00pm Meeting


Monthly Dinner Meeting
February 25, 2020
David Chen Chinese Restaurant
85 Old Mt. Kisco Rd.
Armonk, NY
(914) 273-6767
6:00pm Reg. & Conversation
6:45pm Dinner
7:30pm Image Comp

Get Your Images Ready Now!
Our 1st Quarterly Image Comp is on Feb. 25th
PPSNYS Executive Council Adopts the Phoenix Plan
At the Executive Council meeting on January
27, 2020, a plan call Phoenix, which symbolizes the rising from the ashes to start anew, was
proposed by the PPSNYS Secretary / Treasurer
Timothy Daley and approved unanimously by
council. The plan envisions the State becoming
the marketing arm for the PPSNYS Workshop.
Belonging to the State is optional but would be
the only way to get a membership discount to
the Workshop. The State will offer PPA merits,
a photographer registry and calendar of events.

President’s Message

State membership would be $75 but a Workshop
discount of $100 would more than offset this
fee. Sections would be able to join the State and
would receive 1 scholarship to give out to its
members. Committees to work out the details of
the plan are being formed at this time. The
Phoenix plan will be presented to the full membership at the Annual meeting on March 15th.
Place of the meeting will be announced as soon
as a location has been reserved.



M.A.R.S. School
Cape May, NJ
May 17-21, 2020
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President’s Message

Hello all:
It was a great pleasure to see and hear Scott Dere share “Romancing Nature”
with us. A good crowd showed up to SEE the results of his efforts on our screen, telling us how he calculated when and where that BIG BEAR would stop on that log just
for him. Scott would tell us that it was worth the hours, waiting for him to appear, and
capturing him for all to see. Birds, geese, owls, and bison were no match for his patience in showing us how to respect their space for all to see, and take pleasure in the
results. All agreed that he was a Master of his trade, and appreciated that he willingly
told us his secrets for the best time of day (or night) TO GET THOSE SHOTS. We
thanked him for coming to our group – maybe one of us would get THEIR photo in the
Audubon Society calendar, too.

February 25th is our first Image Comp of the year, so members have
one month to get their Images ready to send to Alan. You should come at 6
to see it happen, even if you’re not a member – and if you like what you
see, maybe become a member.
YOU MUST find a friend and invite them to a meeting. YOU GET 5 NICASTRO POINTS (for $$$ towards our State School tuition) when you convince them to
join WPPA. As an active member of WPPA, a Fee of $125 will ensure their membership thru February of 2021. As a member, there is also a discount to attend our Sum-

mer School Workshop – it will blow your mind, learning from Masters for a
week in Geneva. NY in July.
It’s to YOUR advantage to be a member – to get smarter at every
meeting, learning from discussions as you eat.
You HAVE TO BE HERE if you wish to talk (and listen) to other photogs telling of their experiences in photography, both GOOD and BAD. You can learn a lot,
but to hear, you have to be HERE, and you might get a job from one of us, too!!!

Isn’t that what it’s all about???
Sincerely, Frank
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Westchester Section

2020 Nicastro Points

2020 Program Schedule

Standing on
January 31, 2020

Feb 25

Image Comp & Best 2019 Image of Year

Mar 17

Speaker-Steve Labkoff-Macro Photography

Apr 28

Eric Wessman—Myanmar Travelogue

May 26

Jim Christensen-Making Images with Impact

June 23

Image Comp

July 26-31

Photo Imaging Workshop—Geneva, NY

Aug 25

Speaker-Penelope Taylor-Infrared Photography

Sep 22

Image Comp

Oct 27

Speaker-Lisa & Tom Cuchara

Nov 17

Image Comp (3rd Tuesday due to Thanksgiving)

Dec ??

Holiday Party—Ciao!’s Eastchester—7 PM

Alan Vollweiler

Frank Mohalley

3

Ron Carran

7

Michael Witkowski

3

Nelson Roman

7

Mario Cavalli

0

June Greenspan

4

Richard Getler

0

Fanny Chase

3

Eric Wessman

0

The two members with the most Nicastro points at the end of
2020 can earn a $100 scholarship for the State 2021 Photo
Imaging Workshop in Geneva, NY.

How to Get Nicastro Points

Coming on March 17th
All You Wanted to Know About
Macro Photography

Come and join us on March 17th when Steven E.
Labkoff, MD, will discuss the various techniques
needed to master macro photography including :








lighting,
focus,
depth of field
Image stacks
Subject selection
Dealing with bugs and other moving subjects
Tools of the trade

The meeting will be held at our usual meeting
place, David Chen Chinese Restaurant in Armonk,
NY starting at 6:00 PM.
If you have a Macro Lens in your kit you won’t
want to miss the fantastic opportunity to put your
lens to good use.
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Points
1.

Attendance at a monthly meeting.

2.

Submit images for quarterly competition (max of 4 images)

3

Point per image when there is no competition

1/4

Point per image when there is a competition

1

3.

Presenting a “Prologue” at a monthly meeting

2

4.

Presenting the featured program at a monthly meeting

4

5.

PPA membership

4

6.

Attending PPSNYS Workshop or PPA affiliate School

3

7.

Per $200 of ad revenue for our newsletter

1

8.

Sponsor a new member

5

9.

Attending the PPSNYS annual convention(2 day min)

2

10. Entering images at the state convention - per image

1/2

11. Newsletter Editor

6

12. Webmaster

6

13. Program Chairman

3

14. Hospitality Chairman

2

15. Properties Chairman

3

MEMBERS NEEDING HELP IN A HURRY
If you find yourself in a bind with two shoots at the same time,
or unable to fulfill an assignment, look at the “Specializing In” column on
our
“Finding
a
Photographer”
page
in
our
Website—
www.westchesterppa.org . Any one of us could come to your rescue as a
shooter (or take the second job off your hands). All members are willing
to help, at a moment’s notice, which is why WPPA exists, for each other.
So, when you have a minute, look at the website page and jot
down the phone numbers of those in your particular field of interest, in
case disaster happens.
President: Frank Mohalley

The WPPA

Workshop Instructors
for July 26-31, 2020

Officers:
President

Frank Mohalley
914-576-2318

Vice President

Alan Vollweiler
914-591-7878

Treasurer

Frank Mohalley
914-576-2318

Secretary

Eric Wessman
914-738-0326

Board of Directors:

At Our Jan. 28th Meeting:

Richard Getler
June Greenspan
Eric Wessman
Committee Chairpersons:
Ethics/Grievances Eric Wessman
Facebook Page

Alan Vollweiler

Hospitality

Frank Mohalley

Membership

Alan Vollweiler

Image Competition Alan Vollweiler
Programs

June Greenspan

Properties

Alan Vollweiler

Webmaster

Alan Vollweiler

WPPA
Website
Offers a

Free

Newsletter Editor:
Alan Vollweiler

Website Link
and a
Gallery
for its
Members
--Sign
Up
Today!

914-591-7878

100 Main Street
Melrose, MA 02176

www.huntsphoto.com

We’re on the web
www.westchesterppa.org

Find us on Facebook
“Westchester Professional
Photographers Association”

